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Along with the fast economy development of our country, all of our country are faced with 
the too fast growing of the total construction land, the excessive extension of industrial land, 
and the series of serious problems what are the illegal covers an area to build houses by farmers 
in the village. Nowadays, with the increasing popularity of all kinds of mobile terminal, the 
mobile network technology becomes increasingly mature. Therefore, it is necessary to improve 
the land and resources law enforcement supervision means in view of the current law 
enforcement problems about the land and resources’ work of dynamic monitoring and 
management. 
This dissertation is based on the analysis and processing of the land and resources law 
enforcement supervision business to design the mobile of the land and resources law 
enforcement supervision system with the aid of GPS/GIS/RS technology and the space 
database technology and  workflow technology. Through the mobile terminals, the law 
enforcement workers can carry out the daily businesses of routine inspections, patrol and report, 
or the case for verification. At the same time, it can be used to query relevant laws and 
regulations of the land and resources, and query land basic attribute informations by GPS real-
time, and so on. It can play a warning role to sent a message information automatically for the 
situation what is failed to timely deal and respond about the related law enforcement process. 
It can be realized for the supervisions and managements of daily works to law enforcement 
workers , as well as the basic data statistics analysis, and other functions on the PC. It is 
convenient to assess the work units or individuals, manage cases and courses, and supervise 
for the inspection. Through the application of this system, it greatly improves the efficiency of 
land and resources law enforcement supervision. 
The system is the integrated law enforcement system, included outside information 
collection, fast detection, remote patrol, information reporting, and other functions. It can 
provide the powerful means for land and resource management department that are the reserve 
land resources situation, the development and utilization situation, the illegal use of land 
resources to inspect the situation, to deal with the law enforcement problems. 
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现阶段在全球最知名的 GIS开发平台当之无愧于 ESRI公司退出 ArcGIS系列，而我
国国产的 GIS系列产品，在二次开发发面获得了许多突破，其中包含了全组件式开发平
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